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SYNTHETIC STORAGE,
VIRTUAL SYCHRONOUS RESPONSE,
SYNTHETIC INERTIA AND
THE FUTURE OF THERMAL GENERATION

“Modern wind turbines adopt a power converter interface for variable speed operation and improved efficiency.
Advances in converter technologies enable seamless islanded operation and emulation of synchronous
generator response, leading researchers to ask, do we need thermal generation at all? This paper explores a
novel approach to that query, exploring the value of relocating existing thermal assets behind the converter”
Dr James Hamilton
Program Lead
Centre for Renewable Energy and Power System
University of Tasmania
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Executive Summary

Integration of renewable and enabling technology is conventionally achieved via connection
through a power converter interface. The power converter allows variable speed (wind) or direct
current (solar PV/battery) technologies to connect to a fixed frequency AC network.
Thermal generation, conventionally diesel or gas, typically maintains a fixed speed connection
to the load side of the power system. This paper explores the benefit associated with
reconfiguring thermal generation via connect to either DC or AC system. DC coupled thermal
generation requires no specialist hardware or additional componentry, yet provides improved
generator flexibility, permitting an engine to provide an expanded range of services including
synthetic storage.

Figure 1 Hybrid Power System Structures

DC coupled thermal generation allows for variable speed operation, resulting in improved
efficiency, reduced emissions, increased range, and improved renewable pairing.

40% partial load efficiency gain; via load specific speed reference.
Reduced CO and CO2 emissions; via improved charge homogeneity.
200% operational range; via expanded low and high range power limits
up to 60% renewable penetration without battery storage, and;
Improved response via configurable inverter response.
www.renewableready.com
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An Introduction to Converters
A brief introduction to the range of ancillary service available to smart grid forming inverters is
presented below. Storage is typically DC coupled battery systems. Synthetic storage is the
ability of DC coupled thermal generation to act much as a battery, but within a low complexity
technology footprint understood within remote and isolated power systems. Inertia represents
the grid tied spinning reserve within a power system. The more inertia available within a system
the less susceptible the system is to frequency variation. Modern inverters are now able to
replicate inertial response via a synthetic response configured to simulate synchronous
machine performance. Grid forming inverters are also able to provide the range of system
security provision, including frequency and voltage regulation required of islanded operations.

Smart inverters provide grid
reference, virtual inertia, and
in the case of DC coupled
thermal generation, real or
synthetic storage.
The correct function of
protection
systems
requires predictable fault
current and short circuit
ratios. Both are required
for fault ride through and
recovery.

Inertia stabilises the
system,
dampening
system response to load
or generation variation
Frequency
balances
generation.
response
classified
frequency
(FFR),
secondary
subject to
timescale.

Voltage control is essential to
stable system operation. Low
voltage fault ride through
(LVRT) provides ride through
and recovery to disturbances.

Figure 2 Functionality of modern power converters.
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An Introduction to Variable Speed Generation
Natural gas and diesel generation has historically dominated generation across the Australian
off-grid landscape, with renewable generation increasingly paired to improve environmental
and commercial outcomes [1]. Unfortunately, both diesel and dual fuel (gas) generation are
inflexible and unsuited to renewable pairing given poor partial load performance [2, 3]. To
improve renewable utilisation, enabling technologies such as battery storage are commonly
proposed, adding significant system cost and complexity.
Variable speed operation replaces or reduces the need for energy storage via improved
instantaneous renewable utilisation. The greater a systems ability to accept renewable
generation in real time, the lower any surplus generation and the lower the requirement for
storage capacity. In this manner synthetic storage displaces both conventional thermal
generation, via improved renewable penetration, and storage, via the reduced renewable
spillage. Displaced thermal generation provides the system with an increased kWh fuel
reserve/storage, termed “synthetic storage” to distinguish it from conventional kWh in, kWh out
storage concepts.
Variable speed technologies offer improved generator flexibility, mitigating the need for
additional enablers. Retrofit approaches allow for use of existing assets, maintaining the ability
to direct connect to the AC load at elevated loading. For these reasons a retro-fit represents
the least cost, highest efficiency technology approach.
Reduce system cost is achieved via;

a) use of existing engines/generator sets;
b) improved partial load fuel efficiency; and,
c) improved instantaneous renewable hosting capacity.
Improve partial load efficiency is achieved via;

a) preserved cylinder temperature at low load;
b) improved charge homogeneity and stability; and,
c) a 70% reduction in power converter loss.
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How it works ?
Allowing a reciprocating engine to reduce speed at partial load improves efficiency by as

much as 40%. This is particularly true for dual fuel applications given the increased ignition
delay associated with natural gas port injection.
The proposed variable speed retro-fit (VSR) technology switches to a reduced rpm mode as
load reduces via connection to a power converter interface. The power converter ensures 50Hz
output regardless of engine speed. As the load increases to conventional loading the VSR
controller synchronizes the generator back to a direct fixed speed connection. This process
occurs seamlessly regardless of the step load requirement given the presence of a small
capacity of dc coupled storage within the power converter. The power converter switches in
and out of service, allowing the converter to be sized at a fraction of the engine capacity.
Smaller converters reduce cost and importantly offer reduced parasitic losses, preserving
engine efficiency gains.

Figure 3 Variable Speed Retro Fit Component Architecture.

Reduced engine rpm serves to slow combustion timing, allowing for increased fuel loading,
improved fuel charge mixing and increased thermal inertia. All combining to improve fuel

efficiency and reduced emissions across diesel, natural gas and future fuel generation
such as hydrogen.
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Cost.
Variable speed technologies reduced operational expenditure, via reduced fuel consumption.
The business case involves higher capital cost, offset via reduced operational cost. The cost
estimates below for CI engines and renewable technologies are taken from [4]. A variable
speed retro fit typically presents a 50% premium in addition to conventional generator capex
when paired with a reciprocating engine, providing for a 30-40% reduction in partial load fuel
consumption. Importantly, owners can repurpose existing generator sets for variable speed
conversion.
Table 1 Technology Cost Profiles

CAPEX

OPEX

Plants > 1MW

Spares

Fixed

Variable

$/kW

$/kW

$/kW

$/kWh

Reciprocating Engines

500 - 1000

50

3

0.33

Variable Speed Retrofit

400 - 600

10

10

0.003

Wind

1500 - 2200

150

50 - 100

0.03

Solar PV

1500 - 2500

10

20

n/a
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Real World Results
The University of Tasmania have recently completed manufacture and testing of three identical
Perkins 1100 series engines configured as fixed speed, variable speed and VSR generator
sets, Figure 3 and 4.

Figure 4 Containerised VSR test facility single line diagram (apologies for the size this is an A2 image).

The performance of the VSR retrofit concept is presented below in Figure 3.
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Figure 5 Fixed speed and VSR efficiency testing.
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The VSR approach was developed within the Center for Renewable Energy and Power
Systems over the past 10 years, the technology progression of which is outlines below in Figure
5. The legacy of this research and development is approximately 200 variable speed engines
in operation globally.

Figure 6 VSR technology progression
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What are others doing?
Variable speed approaches are not new, they are used extensively in markets such as marine,
rail and automotive diesel markets. These applications allow the engine to reduce speed as
load reduces, preserving efficiency and reducing emissions. Power generation applications
have historically relied on a fixed speed constraint to connect to a fixed frequency network,
however, this produces an inflexible generation approach unsuited to renewable pairing.
Leading proponents of variable speed architectures include:

• ABB dual fuel diesel electric propulsion

https://library.e.abb.com/public/b48197614a6b304cc1257a8a003c3c43/ABB%20Generations
_23%20Hybrid%20marine%20electric%20propulsion.pdf

• GE integrated full electric propulsion

https://www.gepowerconversion.com/industries/marine/power-and-propulsion

• Siemens eco bluedrive plus marine diesel electric propulsion.

https://assets.new.siemens.com/siemens/assets/api/uuid:36bce2d7-5781-47b2-b26b954c0db64b35/version:1567605879/bluedrive-plusc.pdf

• Wärtsilä low loss and hybrid propulsion technologies.

https://www.wartsila.com/marine/build/power-systems/electric-propulsion/electric-propulsionsystems

www.renewableready.com
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Fault Current
AS2081:2011 specifies the protection requirements specific to the protection philosophy of
mining sites. In general inverter based technologies such as wind turbines and solar PV lack
inductive characteristics, resulting in a faster decay envelope for fault currents. Given the
reduce fault current contribution (< 2 x rated load current) smart current grading and time
grading can be used to establish differential protection settings (lower fault current dictate
higher fault levels) to account for high inverter based penetration.
However as VSR concepts maintain a direct grid connection, they preserve the ability to supply
up to 8x rated load current. In practice this results in VSR generators locked to fixed speed
mode during periods of elevated risk to grid security (such as during storm events). This aligns
well with standard operating practice to manually schedule additional generation during periods
of heightened risk.
VSR technology is applicable to all consumers currently using reciprocating engines for
electricity generation, including mines, defence facilities, remote communities, research
facilities, telecommunications facilities and tourism operations.

Inertia

Reliance on inverter based technologies is known to reduce system inertia, with fast frequency
response unable to fully replace inertia in some circumstances. In response to maintaining
inertia within an inverter based power system, surplus synchronous generation can readily be
converted to serve as a synchronous converter. In addition synthetic inertia can provided fast
frequency response via the power converter interface configured to replicate the response of a
synchronous generation (synthetic inertia).
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Funding
The center for renewable energy and power systems have substantial experience in
development of dual fuel and diesel enabling technologies. Prior to development of VSR, this
included a number of utility scale pilots, such as the 1520kVa King Island low load diesel pilot.
For such utility scale pilots the center for renewable energy and power systems typically partner
with a utility host, with a typical division of accountabilities presented below in Table 2.
Table 2 Possible collaborative accountabilities

University
Utility
Contribution
Contribution
Funding
matched up to $600k via award
leverages green field CAPEX
Hardware VSR retro-fit (partial funding potential)
Balance of system
Software VSR controller and ECU interface
Limited -none
Procurement VSR engineering and procurement
Limited - none
Testing
Collaborative laboratory and factory testing (VSR)
Integration
Limited -none
VSR station integration
Commissioning
Limited -none
VSR site commissioning
Operations
Limited -none
VSR scheduling and operations
Maintenance
Limited -none
VSR maintenance

University funding will typically involve federal research support via the Australian
government’s ARC Industry Linkage scheme, or equivalent.
https://www.arc.gov.au/grants/linkage-program/linkage-projects
Recent success within the ARC linkage scheme includes the following projects;
• Synthetic Storage for Improving Flexibility, Security and Resilience of Micro-Grids
(ongoing), ARC funding $380,000;
• No Load Diesel Application in Remote Power Systems (ongoing), ARC funding
$451,000;
• On-line Monitoring and Modelling of Electric Loads for Improving Operational
Conditions of Power Systems, ARC funding $456,000;
• Hybrid Remote Area Power Systems with Hydrogen Energy Storage for Isolated and
Regional Communities, ARC funding $462,000;
• Integration of Distributed and Renewable Power Generation into Electricity Grid
Systems, ARC funding $247,914;
• Remote Microgrids, ARC funding $326,000;
• Variable speed diesel power conversion system using a doubly fed induction
generator, ARC funding of $280,000;
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Annex I - Alternative Concepts
The relevance of variable speed technologies to power generation applications has not been
lost, and a number of commercial platforms exist, including:
Innovus Power
http://www.innovus-power.com/
Innovus offer a utility scale variable speed diesel concept.

Innovus differ from the proposed retro-fit in the following ways:

a) Innovus only offer Tier 4 emissions engines, adding additional cost above
standard fuel consumption optimized engines.
b) Innovus do not offer a retro fit solution, restricting engine choice to
available prequalified engine models.
c) Innovus do not offer a dual fuel platform.
d) Innovus adopt a power converter rated above the engine capacity
(incurring ~30% parasitic loss during low load operation).
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Annex I - Alternative Concepts Cont.
Danvest
http://www.danvest.com
Danvest do not offer a variable speed design basis, but instead have developed an interesting
low load diesel platform. The package has the ability to run diesel off, with fast start diesel
response provided via a mechanical clutch between the alternator and engine. In some
respects, the solution is superior to a variable speed approach (ability to run diesel off and
improved fault current contribution), however, this customisation is reflected in the high
technology cost.

Danvest differ from the proposed retro-fit in the following ways:

a) All fixed speed compression ignition engines can run at low load [5],
Danvest add to this the ability diesel off capability (of benefit when
sufficient renewable generation exists, typically >150% load). The
technology represents a mechanical solution to diesel off operation, in
direct competition with batteries which achieve the same thing via a
chemical/electrical concept.
b) Variable speed technologies do not directly support diesel off operation.
Instead VSR address efficient partial to no load operation for improved
transient response.
c) Danvest adopt a fixed speed technology resulting in high fuel consumption
and emissions at low load.
d) Danvest do not offer a retro fit solution, restricting engine choice to
available prequalified engine models.
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